
Undercounter dishwasher Metos Master Premium 50

Product information
 

Artikelnummer 4246480
Productnaam Undercounter dishwasher Metos Master

Premium 50
Afmetingen 600 × 610 × 850 mm
Gewicht 64,500 kg
Capacity Max 60 racks/hour
Technical information 400 V, 10 A, 6,65 kW, 3PE, 50 Hz, 62 dB

CW: R3/4" HW: R3/4" Drain: ø 24 mm
 

Description

Metos Master Premium 50 dishwasher is top of the line product for places
were first class washing result is necessary. The dishwasher is highly
equipped so accessories are not needed.

The best washing result
The machine has six washing programs. Four with a standard rinse (1, 1
,5, 2 and 3 minutes) and two with Clean Water programs (3 and 6
minutes). During the standard rinse program the water in the basin
changes equal to the rinse water quantity. The water consumption is 2,5
liter/basket. One of the standard rinse programs is for glasses and the
rinse temperature is 70°C.
In Clean Water program the washing is done with clean water since the
water in the washing tank is automatically renewed before rinse. Clean
Water program makes the most perfect washing result for example wine
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glasses although they are washed after dirty dining dishes. The
consumption of rinsing water in Clean Water programs are 7
liters/basket.
With Smart Drain technique the dirty water is removed from the bottom of
the tank rather than from the fresh water on the surface, through the
overflow pipe.
The rinsing system Metos Master Plus takes the rinsing water through the
break tank to the boiler and with the help of the rinsing pump on to the
dishes. The water quantity and the water pressure remain optimal thanks
to the Plus system.

Easy to monitor
The innovative START button clearly shows the functions of the
dishwasher thanks to the multi-chrome and flashing functions. Diagnostic
function supports self-monitoring to monitor the operation of machine
and warns of possible error situations.

Wherever
Metos Master Premium 50 can be connected with cold or warm water
connection. The machine is equipped with M-Power multi-voltage
connection function. The change of voltage supply can be done by
changing the position on the switch. The dishwasher is equipped with a
drain pump.
6 wash-cycles
the washing continues until the boiler has reached a sufficient
temperature
the temperature of final rinse ensured with ThermoStop function
diagnostic function
language selection of the menu control
Multi-Cromatic START key
rounded edges in the tank facilitate cleaning
easy to remove s/s wash arms
water supply hot or cold water
easy-change voltage function, directly from the cables connection
tank volume 10 l
boiler capacity 11 l
boiler heating element 6,0 kW
energy saving function
acoustic and thermal insulation keeps the noise level and the surface
temperature low

Delivery includes:
detergent dispenser
rinse aid dispenser
pressure boosting pump
drain pump
rinse pump
basket for plates
basket for glasses
cutlery cylinder
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Optional (to be ordered separately):
stand
extra racks
pre-wash tables and basket trolleys
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